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This article traces the evolution of Indonesia's palm oil trade policies. Special attention is given to the ten years spanning 1978–1987 when the overriding emphasis of palm oil trade policy was on securing domestic supplies and stabilizing prices of edible oils. That period was followed by a transition toward policies to promote palm oil exports culminating in complete export deregulation in June 1991. The shift in focus of policy from domestic procurement and price stabilization toward export promotion that began in December 1987 was part of a broader move toward deregulation in Indonesia going back to about 1983. For palm oil, rapid growth in domestic production was a driving force in deregulation. Expanding production elicited a shift from restrictions on domestic and international trade arising from concern about shortfalls in meeting domestic needs to freer trade to avoid accumulation of surpluses. Decisive, too, was the realization that export restrictions offered little (if any) protection to Indonesian consumers.

POLICY OBJECTIVES AND THE RATIONALE FOR INTERVENTION

Until export deregulation in June 1991, palm oil trade policy in Indonesia was part of a set of policy interventions covering the edible oils that are the main inputs to cooking oil manufacture. Cooking oil is one of
'Nine Essential Commodities' for Indonesian consumers. Government intervention was intended to ensure adequate supplies of cooking oil for consumers at affordable prices. For cooking oil processors, policies were intended to guide investment in processing capacity to meet consumers' needs and to promote industrial development. For producers of edible oils, policy objectives included promoting investment in oil palm plantations to ensure domestic demand for cooking oil could be met while generating a surplus of crude palm oil (CPO) for export as well as protecting the income of coconut smallholders by supporting prices of copra and crude coconut oil (CCO).

In 1985, 97% of Indonesian demand for manufactured cooking oil was met from domestically-produced coconut oil or RBD olein (refined, bleached, deodorized olein, which is made from CPO). (The balance of manufactured cooking oil was from palm kernel oil (PKO), peanut oil, soya bean oil, and a few other edible oils.) Thus, the key commodities for cooking oil policy implementation were: RBD olein, CPO, CCO, and copra (from which most CCO is made).

THE RISE OF PALM OIL IN THE 1970S AND 1980s

In contrast to Indonesia's long standing as a major copra producer, palm oil only became commercially important in Indonesia in the 1970s. The market share of manufactured cooking oil made from palm oil has exceeded the share of coconut oil since at least 1984, making it the largest among the edible oils consumed in Indonesia today. This dominant share is likely to increase because growth in CPO output far exceeds growth in coconut production (Figure 1).

Policy in the 1970s and 1980s was an extension from colonial and wartime policies intended to control both the domestic price and the supply of manufactured cooking oil by regulating the price and supply of inputs to cooking oil manufacturers. Attracted by the growing supply of CPO, the focus of cooking oil policy shifted from copra and coconut oil to palm oil at the end of the 1970s.

![Figure 1. Production of CPO and Coconut (in CCO equivalents), 1970-1991.](image)
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The emergence of large supplies of palm oil had implications for policy implementation. While copra production is a dispersed, private-sector activity of smallholders who have alternative income sources and marketing opportunities, CPO production is concentrated regionally and on large, specialized estates. Until at least 1985, over 80% of these estates were in North Sumatra. Furthermore, about 2/3 of palm oil came from public-sector estates during that period. Finally, while there is a substantial cottage industry producing coconut cooking oil (this product is called klentik oil), all RBD olein is processed in factories. Thus, administrative allocation to control domestic marketing of CPO and RBD olein is much simpler than domestic allocation of copra and coconut oil.

THE ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE RESTRICTIONS

Because coconut oil and RBD olein are close substitutes in production of cooking oil, policies affecting either copra and CCO or CPO and RBD olein tend to affect all these commodities. Furthermore, intervention in domestic wholesale markets for either coconut products or palm oil products alone is not sufficient to achieve cooking oil supply and price objectives since each has a large share of the market. Policies to keep consumer prices low by lowering wholesale prices for copra, CCO, CPO, and RBD olein create incentives to avoid domestic wholesale markets in favor of exporting these readily tradable commodities. Thus, in order to secure cooking oil supplies at a relatively low price, international trade restrictions for the whole complex of commodities had to be imposed along with restrictions on domestic trade.

Government usually did not formally ban exports or imports of copra, CCO, CPO, and RBD olein. Instead, international trade restrictions typically were imposed through licenses controlled by the Department of Trade.

For example, traders were required to apply for a permit each time they wished to export the commodities.

CONSEQUENCES OF TRADE POLICY INTERVENTIONS, 1978–1987

Regulations intended to impose a CPO price ceiling go back to 1973. But it was not until 1978 that regulations were instituted both to set domestic price ceilings for CPO and to allocate supplies of CPO to Indonesian firms through quantitative export restrictions. By 1979, CPO allocation replaced allocation of copra and CCO as the key instrument for implementation of Indonesia's cooking oil policy.

Administrative allocation of CPO between domestic quotas and export was accomplished through allotments of CPO supplies from oil palm estates to specific Indonesian traders and processors. The domestic price of CPO was also set as part of this allocation mechanism. These domestic quotas and government-administered allotments of CPO to specific firms were established jointly by the Department of Trade, the Department of Agriculture, and the Department of Industry.

The distributional effects of these policies depend on the situation in world markets. When world market prices of these commodities are low, a stabilization policy could protect the income of producers. In this 'low price' scenario, the cost of aiding producers is that consumers pay more for cooking oil. When world market prices are high or rising rapidly, a stabilization policy could protect consumers from high prices and rapid price increases. In this 'high-price' scenario, potential benefits of lower prices for consumers must be weighed against negative effects on producer income and foreign exchange earnings because profitable export opportunities are cut off.

Methodology: Parity prices for tradeables

The empirical analysis focuses on the income transfers resulting from the direct effects of Indonesia's trade policies. The analysis ignores

---

1 Oil palm estates often incorporate large numbers of smallholders in 'nucleus estate schemes' (NES). The pricing formula for smallholder fresh bunches produced on NES oil palm schemes, which is set by decree, is such that the effects of trade policy on CPO prices are passed back to smallholders. According to press reports in January 1988, smallholders on NES schemes developed by state plantation companies were receiving Rp 70/kg for their fresh bunches while private firms were paying Rp 130/kg.
producers supply response to price changes induced by trade policy. While not zero, the short run elasticity of supply is relatively small for perennials such as oil palm that are mainly produced by plantations. And, over the longer term, the effects of price distortions on private investment probably were swamped by other policies, most notably the large interest rate subsidies for plantation investments under the PBSN (Perkebunan Besar Swasta Nasional) investment credit programme. Moreover, the bulk of palm oil production comes from state plantation firms, where the impact of producer prices on production and investment decisions is attenuated.

The income transfer is the product of quantity produced (or consumed) and the policy-induced price difference. The following estimates of the effects of palm oil trade policies on producers and consumers are based on comparison of actual prices in Indonesia to estimates of prices that could have prevailed under free trade. Because complete series of reliable FOB prices do not exist, export parity prices are calculated by subtracting transport costs from series of actual CIF prices recorded for markets outside Indonesia. Similarly, import parity prices are calculated by adding shipping and port handling costs to actual FOB price series in world markets. These border parity prices are than converted from current US dollars to current rupiah at the prevailing exchange rate. In cases where prices are analyzed at the wholesale level, port handling and transport costs are subtracted from the border parity price to obtain estimates of the wholesale parity price in current rupiah. These parity prices then are compared to actual prices that prevailed in Indonesia to ascertain the effect of policy on price.

**CPO prices, 1978 to 1987**

The price set by decree for domestic allocations was quoted as FOB Belawan, North Sumatra, for inter island shipments of CPO. This policy-determined price is graphed as a heavy, solid line labelled 'Allocation price' in Figure 2. The heavy, dotted line in that figure labelled 'Parity price' is the FOB export parity price for CPO that is derived by subtracting transport costs from a series of prices CIF Rotterdam. This is the price that would have been obtained under free trade if the CPO markets in Belawan and Rotterdam were fully integrated (and perfectly competitive). This estimated parity price is a good match to the incomplete series of actual FOB prices for CPO exports from Belawan, which is graphed as the thin, dotted line labelled 'Export price' in Figure 2. The estimated parity price is used in this analysis because there are important gaps in the actual FOB price series for exports, including much of the high price situation in 1984.

The FOB Belawan, North Sumatera, price for domestic allocations averaged 13% below the FOB export parity price for CPO from 1978 to 1987. There were, moreover, wide swings in the nominal rate of protection for domestic allocations of CPO (see Table 1). Between 1978, the allocation price was above the world market price only in two

---

4Indeed there was a dramatic reduction in new plans for large-scale, private investments in oil palm plantations when PBSN was phased out in early 1980s (Tomich, 1992).

3The demand side of the analysis also focuses on transfers, which dominate changes in consumers' surplus. Adding estimates of the deadweight loss to consumers' surplus would simply reinforce the implications of this analysis of income transfers. With very few exceptions, as shown below, trade restrictions increased consumer prices. In these cases, the deadweight loss reinforces the negative income transfer.

4Underlying these calculations is assumption that Indonesian policy had no significant effect on international prices for edible oils. The effect of Indonesian policies on international prices for palm oil in likely to be small during this period for two reasons. First, Indonesia's share of palm oil trade was only about 7% in the early 1980s (World Bank, 1996, pp. 19–19, and Statistik Swast). Thus, even doubling Indonesia's palm oil exports would increase the quantity traded internationally by only about 5%–10%. Second, coconut and palm oil represent less than 1/4 of world production of edible oil products (IMF, 1986, p. 25) and these oils are readily substitutable in many uses. Thus, although Indonesia is second only to Malaysia as a producer of palm oil, its influence on international prices of edible oils is limited.

5For these and all subsequent averages or totals across years, prices are divided by the consumer price index (CPI) for Indonesia to obtain a constant value in 1985 rupiah.
years (1982 and 1986). Prices for domestic allocations were 63% above the export parity price in 1986, but allocations traded at a discount of 30% or more to the parity price in 5 years (1978–1980, 1983–1984). As can be seen in Figure 2, the largest differences occur when world prices are high, as in 1979 and 1983–1984, or low, as in 1986.

Combined effect of trade policies on palm oil producers, 1978 to 1987

Calculating the effect of trade restriction on oil palm estates’ revenues is complicated because the minimum quota of CPO allocated to the domestic market beginning in 1978 was combined with the direct taxes applied to the CPO exports permitted above the quota. Between 1978 and late 1985, these direct taxes ranged from zero to 42.18%. (The higher figure is the sum of an export tax of 5% and extra export tax of 37.18%, both of which were in effect in the first half of 1984.) Export taxes on CPO generally were set to zero after 1985\(^6\), but the administrative allocation mechanism remained in place until June 1991. Palm kernels also are included in the calculations as a joint product with CPO along with the effects of export taxes on revenue from palm kernels.

From 1978 through 1987, the combined effects of domestic quotas and price ceilings for CPO plus taxes on exports of CPO and palm kernels yielded a nominal rate of protection of −9% for palm oil estates (Table I, column C). The combination of implicit and explicit taxes imposed in estates through trade policy reduced revenues in 8 of these ten years\(^7\). Nominal rates of protection ranged from −34% during the price spike in 1984 up to 34%.

---

\(^6\)There were some exceptions. For example, on 1 January 1989, a 10% export tax was imposed on CPO only to be removed on 2 March of the same year.

\(^7\)Malaysian policies also produced negative protection for palm oil. Jenkins and Lai (1988, pp. 41–42) report that the NRP for Malaysian palm oil averaged −10% from 1961–1983. They estimate an NRP of −5% for Malaysian palm oil for 1980–1983, compared to −12% for Indonesia for the same period (Table I).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Palm Oil Exports/ CPO Production (percent)</th>
<th>NRP for Domestic Allocations of CPO (percent)</th>
<th>NRP for Producers of CPO &amp; Palm Kernel (percent)</th>
<th>Revenue Lost from Domestic Allocations (Rp millions)</th>
<th>Revenue Lost from Export Tax on CPO (Rp millions)</th>
<th>Revenue Lost from Export Tax on Kernels (Rp millions)</th>
<th>Total Revenue Transfers from Producers (Rp millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>-31</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>15 691</td>
<td>11 380</td>
<td>1587</td>
<td>28 658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>-44</td>
<td>-21</td>
<td>88 266</td>
<td>12 145</td>
<td>3343</td>
<td>103 754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>-33</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>36 771</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>57 824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-22</td>
<td>-17</td>
<td>58 800</td>
<td>6870</td>
<td>1708</td>
<td>67 378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-8618</td>
<td>3238</td>
<td>1465</td>
<td>-3915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>-31</td>
<td>-19</td>
<td>91 370</td>
<td>3213</td>
<td>2746</td>
<td>97 329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-38</td>
<td>-34</td>
<td>274 603</td>
<td>27 746</td>
<td>6399</td>
<td>308 749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>50 466</td>
<td>31 780</td>
<td>5919</td>
<td>88 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>-131 641</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-131 641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>26 463</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28 463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ten year average total</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>504 171</td>
<td>109 496</td>
<td>25 098</td>
<td>638 765</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NRP = nominal rate of protection
A. Official statistic for exports of all types of palm oil/CPO production
B. \( \left( \text{domestic allocation price/parity price} \right) = 1 \times 100 \)
C. \( \frac{(1 - \text{CPO}(X) \times \text{CPO}(2)) \times \text{CPO}(X) \times (1 - \text{T(1)} \times \text{CPO}(1) + 0.16 \times (1 - \text{T(2)} \times \text{KERN})}{\text{CPO}(1) + (0.16 \times \text{KERN})} \)

Where: CPO(X) = CPO export share
CPO(1) = FOB parity price for CPO
CPO(2) = price for domestic allocations of CPO
T(1) = CPO exports taxes
KERN = FOB parity price for palm kernels
T(2) = palm kernel export taxes

D. \( \left[ \frac{(\text{CPO}(1) - \text{CPO}(2)) \times [\text{CPO production} - \text{palm oil exports}] }{\text{CPO exports}} \right] \)
E. \( \left[ (1 - \text{T(1)} \times \text{CPO}(1)) \times \text{CPO exports} \right] \)
F. \( \left[ (1 - \text{T(2)}) \times \text{KERN} \times [\text{palm kernel production}] \right] \); assumes all kernels are exported
G. \( \text{D + E + F} \)

in 1986 when world prices plunged.

Trade restrictions and export taxes resulted in a cumulative reduction in oil palm plantations' revenues of almost Rp640 billion ($70 million in 1985 US dollars) during the ten-year period (Table 1). Low prices set for domestic allocations, combined with export quotas, account for Rp504 billion (almost 80%) of the cumulative reduction in estates' revenues (Table 1, column D). These cumulative transfers happen because allocations in 1984 raised the CPO allocation price to coincide with the real parity price trend for CPO. The pattern from 1984 to 1997 resembles the conscious parity pricing policy Indonesia has long employed for rice (Timmer 1991, also see Tomich 1992). However, as will be discussed later, the multi-tier price structure for palm oil is more difficult to administer than Indonesia's market-oriented approach to rice. Nevertheless, in the late 1980s, the CPO pricing policy might be seen to be evolving toward something like Indonesia's successful rice price stabilization policy except that there were no consumer benefits to offset the administrative problems that remained for producers.

*Although the price of cooking oil has substantial social and political significance in Indonesia, it is far less important than rice. For example, according to the Central Bureau of Statistics, rice accounted for 51% of Indonesian calorie supply in 1980 while the share of cooking oil was only 5.1%. And while rice supplied 47% of protein, cooking oils supplied none.
Methodology: Trade restrictions' effects on consumer prices

The main policy-induced effects on the price of cooking oil come through trade restrictions imposed far from the consumer-level. Thus, benefits from trade restrictions intended for consumers in fact may be captured by traders and processors. However, there are no world price series for commodities that are directly comparable with retail prices of cooking oils in Indonesia. Thus, it is necessary to link changes in retail prices in Indonesia to prices for another commodity that is tradable.

Fortunately, a series of prices for RBD olein is available in world markets and at the ex factory level in Indonesia beginning in June 1981. (‘Ex factory’ refers to the wholesale price of refined cooking oil coming out of the factory after the final stage of processing but before packaging and distribution). The import parity price for RBD olein is calculated by adding freight, insurance, and port handling costs to the FOB price of RBD olein exported from Malaysia. This border parity price is then adjusted to the wholesale level by adding port handling and local transport costs.

Comparison of wholesale prices of processed products in Indonesia with wholesale parity prices of the same commodities in world markets makes it possible to estimate the absolute magnitude of policy-induced effects that will be passed on to consumers from the wholesale level. This approach is valid even if packagers, distributors, or retailers exercise market power vis-a-vis consumers because market power should make it easier for business interests to pass along their cost increases or to refrain from passing on their cost savings to consumers. Thus, measuring price changes at the ex-factory level gives an upper bound to consumer gains and a lower bound to consumer losses resulting from government policy.

![Graph of CPO prices, 1978-1987](https://example.com/graph.png)

**Figure 3.** CPO prices, 1978–1987, by month in constant (1985) Rupiah.

---

*This approach also rests on the assumption that retail price movements for all cooking oils are connected to wholesale price movements of RBD olein. Despite a substantial margin between the factory and the consumer, the ex factory price of RBD olein and the retail price of cooking oils move together. And, although there often is a premium for refined coconut oil (RCO) over RBD olein, absolute changes in RBD olein prices match changes in RCO prices (aside from an exceptional period in 1984). Finally, because they are close substitutes for consumers, the retail prices of various cooking oils do appear to move together. In summary, absolute changes in the price of RBD olein appear to be passed on to consumers directly through the price of cooking oil made from processed palm oil and indirectly through the relationship between the prices of RBD olein and RCO.*
Effects on consumers during a “high price” situation, 1983–1984

One premise of Indonesian policy until at least the mid-1980s was the belief that export restrictions produced better outcomes for consumers than would result under free trade. Such benefits could be seen to offset the losses that export restrictions imposed on palm oil producers. But evidence presented in this section indicates Indonesian consumers received little protection when world prices rose rapidly. Furthermore, the next section shows consumers paid too much when world prices were low.

The run up of prices in world markets starting in mid-1983 and high prices prevailing to mid-1984 provide an opportunity to examine how policy worked under ‘high price’ conditions when consumers presumably need protection the most. In response to these rapid increases in prices of raw material inputs to cooking oil, the government added two new policy measures involving RBD olein. To see how consumers fared relative to free trade under the extraordinary measures instituted at that time by the government, the price of RBD olein, ex factory in Indonesia, and the corresponding wholesale parity price for the period from January 1983 through December 1984 are plotted in Figure 4 as, respectively, the heavy solid line and the dotted line.

Beginning in September 1983, the government instituted ‘market operations’ to exert direct influence on the retail price of cooking oil. At that time, the Department of Agriculture authorized two distributors to sell a total of 2500 tonnes of RBD olein per month in ten major cities. This oil was sold at a subsidized price of Rp650–750 per kg when the retail price was above Rp1000 per kg. Cooking oil prices fell below import parity for October and November, but resumed their rapid increase to rise above the parity price once again in December 1983 (Figure 4). Domestic prices were about 13% lower than the parity price when world prices peaked in January 1984. According to the Department of Trade, market operations reached 221,000 tonnes in 1984.

In a meeting on April 30, 1984, attended by representatives of the Department of Trade, the Department of Industry, and the Joint Marketing Board in Medan (Kantor Pemasaran Bersama; KPB-Medan) for palm oil, the Association of Cooking Oil Producers fixed the maximum ex factory price for RBD olein at Rp750 per kilogramme. This probably helped in May, but the move coincided with a decline in the price of RBD olein outside Indonesia (Figure 4). Ironically, instead of capping the rise in cooking oil prices, this ‘price ceiling’ seems to have prolonged high cooking oil prices until the precipitous world price decline in mid-1985 made this price insupportable.

Overall effect on consumers, June 1981—December 1987

In this analysis, consumers are considered to have gained when the domestic price of RBD olein was less than the price at which it could have been imported. Consumers are considered to have lost when the domestic price exceeded the price at which it could have been imported. Although palm oil is a major Indonesian export, using a measure based on the import parity price gives a conservative estimate of transfers from consumers. Using export parity as the border price standard would lead to even larger estimates of transfers from consumers.

Figure 5 shows the relationship of Indonesian wholesale prices to parity prices through the end of 1987. Protection of domestic consumers of RBD olein and its substitutes occurred only when edible oil prices reached high levels in world markets. Efforts to use trade policy and other measures to ‘stabilize’ cooking oil prices caused RBD olein prices to be higher than the parity price most of the time. In July 1984, the parity price fell below Rp750 per kilogramme and, except for April 1985, the wholesale price of RBD olein has been above the parity price every month since then. Overall, prices of RBD olein in Indonesia were higher than the parity price for 71 of the 79 months from June 1981 through December 1987.

When world prices were extraordinarily high—in January, February, and May 1984—domestic prices were lower than wholesale parity prices. Thus, for a brief period, policy seemed to be able to lower domestic prices. But the tradeoff between 71 months of higher domestic prices and the reduction in domestic prices during 8 months represents a large net transfer from consumers.

Table 2 presents policy-induced transfers by month whenever consumers gained and averages
Figure 4. RBD olein prices, January 1983 to December 1984, by month in current Rupiah.

over periods when consumers lost from June 1981 through December 1987. These calculations understate the costs of stabilization to consumers because they do not take into account demand shifts in response to changes in price. For example, it is assumed consumption did not drop in 1983 and 1984 despite evidence that it fell in response to large price increases.

The calculations in Table 2 indicate consumers probably paid an extra Rp120 per kilogramme for 9 months for each month they benefited from price reductions that averaged Rp84 per kilogramme at the wholesale level.10 In aggregate, the eight months of reduced prices represented a potential transfer to consumers of Rp67 billion, but this must be balanced against the transfer from consumers of Rp987 billion during the other 71 months. The 8 months of protection from high world prices represent a net cost to Indonesian consumers of about Rp920 billion (in constant 1985 rupiah) between June 1981 and December 1987. In other words, consumers routinely overpaid almost Rp15/kg for every rupiah they saved when prices were high.

To give some perspective to the effect of RBD olein prices on consumers prices, it is useful to consider relative magnitudes at the retail level. The average retail price of manufactured cooking oil ranged between Rp842 and Rp1650 per kilogramme during the wide fluctuations between January 1983 and December 1985 (all in constant 1985 rupiah). From June 1981 to December 1987, RBD olein prices in Indonesia averaged about Rp100 per kilogramme above parity. Since, the entire price differential probably was passed through to the retail level, Indonesian consumers usually paid 6%–12% above the import parity price for cooking oil. The greatest reduction of domestic prices below world prices occurred in May 1984, when the difference was about Rp153 per kilogramme. At that time, manufactured cooking oil cost about Rp1490 per

1071 months versus eight months is approximately 8:1. Note that figures are unchanged whether expressed in thousand rupiah per tonne or rupiah per kilogramme. For example, Rp 80 000/tonne is the same as Rp80/kg.
kilogramme in Jakarta. This indicates the greatest reduction of retail cooking oil prices was less than 10 percent.

Therefore, it is clear that Indonesian consumers did not receive a net subsidy during the 79-month period from June 1981 to December 1987, except for eight months in late 1983 and early 1984. Furthermore, the cumulative effect of higher prices consumers paid during most of this period far outweighed the value of income transfers during the brief periods of implicit subsidy.

The verdict on cooking oil price stabilization

Trade policy stabilized Indonesian prices of RBD olein and CPO relative to the world market (Figures 2 and 5). Price stability, however, came at a high cost to producers and consumers. Consider the period 1982-87, when data are available to calculate net transfers for cooking oil consumers as well as oil palm producers. Net transfers from consumers exceeded Rp800 billion for those six years (Table 2). Transfers from oil palm producers for the same period were Rp387 billion (Table 1).

Even experience in 1984 — the only year cooking oil consumers gained — sends a strong signal that something was badly wrong with palm oil trade policy. Consumers received a gross transfer of Rp53.6 billion during five months when domestic wholesale prices were kept below the parity price for RBD olein. But because domestic prices exceeded the parity price for the balance of the year, the net transfer to consumers for 1984 was Rp8.9 billion (Table 2, column D). The same year, estates revenues were reduced by more than Rp300 billion (over US$275 million) by trade restrictions and export taxes on CPO and palm kernels. In other words, the trade restrictions caused producers to lose almost 35 rupiah for every rupiah consumers saved in 1984. How is it possible that consumers and producers both lost so often from cooking oil price stabilization? These analyses suggest either

---

11 Smallholder copra producers lost an additional Rp 65 billion as a result of the corresponding restrictions on copra and CCO exports.
TABLE 2. REAL TRANSFERS FROM COOKING OIL CONSUMERS, JUNE 1981 – DECEMBER 1987 (all values in 1985 Rupiah)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Parity Price Minus Wholesale Price of RBD olein (Rp '000/tonnes) (A)</th>
<th>Duration (Months) (B)</th>
<th>Manufactured Cooking Oil Consumption ('000 tonnes/mo) (C)</th>
<th>Transfers to (from) Consumers (Rp million) (D)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transfers to Consumers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 1983</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>9276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 1983</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 1984</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>15 293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 1984</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>15 139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 1984</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1984</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>16 910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1984</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1985</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-total</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>67 476</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Transfers from Consumers</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June–Dec 1981</td>
<td>-144</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-101 084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan–Dec 1982</td>
<td>-132</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-158 217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan–Sept 1983</td>
<td>-113</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-101 275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1983</td>
<td>-49</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1984</td>
<td>-28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-2836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July–Dec 1984</td>
<td>-70</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-41 890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan–March 1985</td>
<td>-60</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>-21 433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May–Dec 1985</td>
<td>-98</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>-93 965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan–Dec 1986</td>
<td>-198</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>-296 554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan–Dec 1987</td>
<td>-106</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>-16 360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Average</td>
<td>-123</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
<td>-987 545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-920 069</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Net Transfers from Consumers: -920 069

Notes
A. Average difference between parity price and actual for the period
B. Rough estimates of annual cooking oil disappearance, actual figures probably were lower in 1983 and 1984 than indicated here
C. $D = A \times B \times C$

that traders or processors received very high profits, or that they were inefficient, or both. The price series alone do not reveal exactly what happened between Belawan and Jakarta in 1984. But the difference of Rp275 000 per tonne (about 60% more than the approved domestic price) between the FOB price for domestic sales from Belawan and the border parity prices indicates there was a strong incentive for anyone with the means and inclination to smuggle CPO out of Indonesia. Some amount of smuggling certainly occurred, although the magnitude of illegal trade is impossible to quantify. (One source claimed half the CPO produced in North Sumatra in 1984 was sold illegally in Singapore.) Enough was “leaking” from the system to bring the wholesale price of CPO in Jakarta up to the high levels in world markets.

Those with access to CPO allocated for domestic use in 1984 could sell at a price close to the price in world markets, but paid much less. In 1984, the Department of Industry allocated at least 600 000 tonnes of CPO to the domestic market and the
majority of this must have been shipped from Belawan. At a price differential between Belawan and Jakarta of Rp275 000 per tonne, those who received domestic allocations could have made Rp165 billion (about US$150 million). This amounted to a direct transfer from CPO producers to those individuals and firms who used privileged access to administrators to secure these lucrative opportunities.

Indonesian consumers have routinely paid too much for cooking oil because trade restrictions insulated them from world markets. The ability of certain processors to benefit from this situation derived from their privileged access to low cost inputs, either through administrative allocation or through import licensing. For example, the CPO allocation system made it difficult for weaker cooking oil processors to obtain CPO inputs. The strongest ones got favoured treatment that helped them to limit competition and thereby charge higher prices to consumers. Thus, the trade restrictions intended to stabilize cooking oil prices tended to raise prices consumers paid because the regulations created market power in distribution and processing of cooking oil.

Import licensing played a central role in keeping consumer prices high. Except for consignments exempted under the 6 May 1986 decrees that allowed duty-free import for export industries, import licenses had to be obtained for every shipment of copra, CCO, and CPO entering Indonesia. These import licenses were intended to protect producers from low prices. But the import tariffs administered by the Department of Finance were more than adequate to protect producers. With these import tariffs in place, the import licenses were unnecessary. Moreover, the main effect of import licenses was that they granted control over imported supplies to specific firms which then could use their control to extract excess profits.

Domestic palm oil allocations were a mixed blessing for most processors. They resisted accepting their CPO allocations when the domestic allocation price exceeded the world price in 1986. According to figures from the Department of Trade, CPO allocations of 160 000 tonnes were planned for that year, but only about 70 000 tonnes of allocations were realized. As a result, CPO allocations to most firms were reduced in 1986. When world prices rose above the official price of domestic allocations in 1987, processors requested that allocations be restored to the high levels of 1985. According to one official, the state plantation companies successfully resisted this move. Department of Trade figures show that virtually the entire domestic allocation of 160 000 tonnes planned for 1987 was distributed. This was less than 40% of the volume of CPO allocations to domestic processors in 1985 and less than 25% of the level in 1984.

Rather than providing protection for the processing industry as a whole, palm oil policies strengthened the position of a few firms that already dominated palm oil marketing and cooking oil processing and distribution. While some processors received no CPO allocation at all and most others were seeing substantial cuts in their CPO allocations, the amount planned for market operations was not cut. Official and trade sources reported that the bulk of CPO allocations and all allocations for market operations were being distributed through two firms that together had at least a 60% share of the cooking oil market. Thus, the majority of processors were hurt by unfair competition resulting from market operations combined with restrictions on their access to raw materials. (The firms designated for market operations also were favoured in the licensing of importers of cheap raw materials).

PECULIARITIES OF PALM OIL MARKETING IN THE LATE 1980s

Much of the burden of regulation of palm oil exports put in place through the 1980s was borne by state-owned plantations (PTPs). All CPO produced by state-owned plantations had to be marketed through KPB-Medan, whether for domestic sales or for export. These state-owned companies produced about three-quarters of Indonesia’s CPO in 1988. (This requirement also meant that all production by smallholders on NES/PIR oil palm schemes operated by state plantation companies was marketed through KPB-Medan.) Since the Department of Agriculture had direct authority over KPB-Medan and the state plantation companies, it was able to dominate the domestic allocation process. CPO in excess of the domestic quota could be exported or sold on the domestic market.
Foreign-owned plantations (Penanaman Modal Asing or "PMA" firms) also were subject to domestic allocation requirements that reduced profits, especially procurement of RBD olein for 'market operations'. And a portion of production of these private, foreign-owned plantations had to be sold through KPB-Medan. However, private, national (PMDN) plantations were not subject to domestic allocation requirements and were not required to market CPO through KPB-Medan.

Beginning about 1987, CPO supplied to KPB-Medan was marketed by a cartel of firms. These firms were involved mainly in trading, but some also had interests in processing.

Because certain members of the cartel received palm oil allocations from KPB-Medan at fixed prices, these firms were well-placed to profit when world prices increased. The cartel members also acted as brokers for palm oil exported through KPB-Medan.

Policy-induced benefits increasingly were concentrated among these few private firms acting as brokers for the export of palm oil supplied through KPB-Medan or who received allocations for "market operations." Because of the closed nature of the marketing system, many details are not known with certainty. It is also complicated because the relationships among the major firms apparently shifted over time. However, a clear pattern emerged: trade restrictions aimed at price stabilization actually created opportunities for a few private firms to buy raw materials at low prices and to sell these commodities at higher prices in domestic and world markets.

**Fragmented palm oil prices**

The complex of trade restrictions that had evolved by the late 1980s created four separate prices for CPO in Indonesia. One was the price of CPO that was exported directly by PMA and PMDN plantations. Another was the price of CPO imported by domestic processors for export under provisions of the 6 May 1986 decrees that allowed duty rebates on inputs used to manufacture exports. These first two prices followed the world market.

The third price was that of CPO produced by state plantation companies and exported through KPB-Medan and the cartel. In principle, the price state plantation companies received from KPB-Medan for exports also should have followed world market prices. However, complaints from the state plantation companies that they did not receive a fair price for their CPO exports appeared in the press.\footnote{Kompas, 11 Jan 1988, p. 2, and 14 Jan 1988, p. 12, Jakarta Post, 12 Jan 1988.} The Far Eastern Economic Review (24 August 1989, p. 64) reported that these marketing arrangements reduced prices received by state plantation companies by US$15–20/tonne. The fourth price was that of CPO allocated to the domestic market to protect domestic processors, which had been set at Rp 425/kg since January 1986. Although the official price for domestic CPO allocations was increased to Rp 500/kg in February 1988, it still was below the parity price (the heavy dotted line in Figure 6). The CPO price for domestic allocations was raised again from Rp 500/kg to Rp 550/kg in January 1989. Then the world price of CPO fell below the official price for domestic allocations in mid-1989 and continued to fall until late 1990. For that period, producers received some protection from low world prices for the portion of their CPO marketed for domestic allocations. But while the allocation price exceeded the world price, many processors simply refused to accept their allocations. The Department of Trade finally faced up to this in July 1990, and reduced the allocation price from Rp 550/kg to Rp 475/kg. But world prices already were rising, so this move was reversed by the end of the year.

Further marketing complications came from the allocations of RBD olein for 'market operations'. By 1988, CPO allocations to protect domestic processors had declined and 'market operations' accounted for about two-thirds of domestic palm oil allocations. The pricing mechanism for RBD olein procurement for market operations established a producer price based on a delivery price for Jakarta less charges for value added tax, costs of transport from Belawan to Jakarta, and a 'distribution charge'. The allowance of Rp25/kg for transport from Belawan to Jakarta was reasonable. However, there is no good reason for palm oil processors to bear the burden of the cooking oil distributor's 'distribution charge' of Rp40/kg. Furthermore, although the delivery price was to be based on records of the Department of Trade, some sources asserted that the delivery price was specified by the
cooking oil company and that it averaged about Rp35/kg below the Jakarta market price in 1988. This indicates that the pricing arrangement reduced producers prices by Rp75/kg and thereby subsidized the distributor. This represented a direct transfer of income from estates (and associated smallholders) to some of the wealthiest business groups in Indonesia.

The state plantation companies and PMA firms would rather have sold CPO at the Rp500/kg set for domestic allocations than be required to refine it and supply it for market operations under these terms. Authority for market operations was not established by decree. Some suppliers circumvented the regulations to a degree by failing to provide the full amount of their quota. However, complete refusal to supply any palm oil would, they believed, be penalized through other regulations; for example, by denial of export permits for CPO. Thus, the existence of other trade regulations which were set by decree provided the indirect leverage for enforcement of market operations which had no basis in a decree.

TOWARDS EXPORT Deregulation, 1987–1991

By the late 1980s, there was emerging recognition by officials that administrative allocation and pricing of palm oil had not served consumers’ interests. The 24 December 1987 Package (PAKDES) swept away most vestiges of consumer price stabilization policy for cooking oil by deregulating exports of RBD olein. Exports of stearin, a byproduct of RBD olein manufacture, were also deregulated. Deregulation of RBD olein and stearin was a positive step because it provided a legitimate outlet for exports of processed products.

Since RBD olein could now be exported freely, the link between domestic prices and world prices for RBD olein was stronger than ever and any effort to reduce domestic prices would be offset by increased exports. Many private, national (PMDN) oil palm plantations are ‘integrated’, meaning they have refineries as well as mills. Thus, after PAKDES, they also were free to export RBD olein. PMDNs without refineries or whose CPO output exceeds their refinery capacity were free to sell CPO on the domestic market. Moreover, the deregulation of RBD olein exports in PAKDES eliminated any possibility that market operations could affect consumer prices. Indeed, there were no apparent restrictions to export of RBD olein made from palm oil intended for market operations.

However, no raw materials or semi-processed inputs to cooking oil manufacture were affected by the 24th December Package. The central policy issues for producers—administrative allocation and pricing in the domestic market, regulation of exports of CPO, and “market operations” for RBD olein—were unaffected by PAKDES. Export controls still applied to CPO, RBD olein, palm kernel oil (PKO), and palm kernels. Exporters still had to apply to the Department of Trade to receive a permit for each export shipment. Since the policy changes in PAKDES meant that a firm could export if it had refining capacity, profits were limited only by a firm’s ability to influence Government agencies that allocate supplies and fix prices.

Although the November 1988 policy package (PAKNOP) reduced NTBs to imports of edible oils and oilseeds, consumers still paid more for cooking oil than they would under free trade because of import tariffs and lack of competition in the cooking oil industry. In May 1989, the cooking oil industry was added to the ‘negative list’, closing it to new investment, which only served to strengthen processors’ power to influence domestic prices.

Partial steps toward deregulation, 1990

Starting in 1990, export permits for CPO, RBD olein, and PKO were issued for a year at a time rather than the cumbersome shipment-by-shipment approvals required previously. This positive step came as a result of lobbying by palm oil producers concerned about mounting stocks, but it did not go far enough in freeing firms to actively promote exports of Indonesia’s expanding palm oil production. By this time, some officials of the Department of Agriculture privately acknowledged that the export restrictions intended to supply raw materials to domestic processors and to stabilize consumer prices were obsolete. An authoritative newspaper (Kompas 9 June 1990, p. 2) published statements by the Minister of Agriculture which suggested discussions were underway to deregulate palm oil. In part, this disclosure may have resulted from a proposal that
the Minister solicited from producers in May 1990 which recommended that all quantitative restrictions on exports be abolished in favor of export taxes, including provisions for taxes to stabilize consumer prices. The biggest advantage to producers of substituting an occasional tax for the existing array of trade restrictions would come from the shift to free trade when world prices are moderate or low, which is most of the time.

More reports of government plans to deregulate trading of palm oil (and copra) surfaced in the press in October (Jakarta Post 15 October 1990). (On 10 October, the Coordinating Minister for the Economy, Finance, and Development Supervision had written a letter to other ministers with economics portfolios supporting a shift to tariffs from non-tariff trade restrictions on these commodities.)

**Palm oil trade deregulation, June 1991**

Quantitative restrictions on international trade in CPO (as well as on copra and CCO) were eliminated in the policy package of 3 June 1991 (PAKJUN). Domestic allocation of CPO also was abolished in that policy package. Substantial tariffs remained in place on imports, however. PAKJUN included an import duty of 10 percent plus a 30 percent surcharge for CPO and refined palm oil. Olein and stearin imports faced a duty of 10 percent, but no surcharge.

With PAKJUN, private firms were free to export CPO as they wished. Questions remained, however, regarding marketing arrangements for government-owned plantation companies (the PTPs).

The foremost among these was whether the PTPs exports would continue to be carried out under long-term contract through KPB-Medan. There were conflicting interpretations in the press when PAKJUN was issued, and the debate continued into 1992.

The focus of this debate was whether private firms (including, presumably, the marketing cartel) would have access to palm oil produced by PTPs. Some private interests argued that ‘open tenders
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Figure 6. CPO prices, 1988–1992, by month in current Rupiah.
would better serve to balance the relationship between FOB and domestic prices’ rather than the ‘current month plus five’ pricing basis for long-term export contracts (USDA 1992, p. 6). In fact, although a large share of exports by PTPs was under long-term contract, KPBM-Medan also had instituted a palm oil auction after PAKJUN.

Figure 6 shows that, indeed, the export price for CPO from Belawan (the light dotted line labelled “Export price”) did not coincide perfectly with the export parity price, before or after PAKJUN. The lags apparent in the actual export price relative to the parity price reflect, at least in part, forward contracting. But it also is clear that the prices are linked, in contrast to the officially-determined allocation price. Moreover, the practical force of policy is demonstrated by the fact that the official price for domestic allocations of CPO and the domestic wholesale price were virtually identical until May 1993. (These are, respectively, the solid and dashed lines in Figure 6).

After PAKJUN, the domestic wholesale price, the price of exports, and the export parity price moved together 14. In Figure 6, the lack of congruence in these prices after PAKJUN reflects imperfections in the data on prices and marketing margins as well as imperfections in the markets. But Figure 6 makes clear that whatever market imperfections persisted after PAKJUN, they were insignificant compared to the policy distortions resulting from prior CPO trade restrictions.
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14 Domestic prices rose with world prices through the rest of 1991 and into 1992 (Figure 6). In March, government responded to concern about coincidence of prospects for rising cooking oil prices and the Idul Fitri holiday = a period of peak domestic demand = by halting the CPO auctions. Since domestic wholesale prices continued their climb while export prices fell, this move in fact may have added to the tight situation in the domestic market.